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About This Game

Lunnye Devitsy is the story of an alien who falls from the moon onto a huge mountainside on the planet below. Explore strange
locations, aid mysterious characters and find your way home.

Key Features

 Find all the ways back home - some logical, some abstract

 Explore a strange mountainside

 Unlock abilities, build cannons and spaceships

 No death

 Relaxing exploration gameplay

 Fully universal - no in-game text

 Xbox 360 and standard controller support

 Includes full MP3 and FLAC soundtrack
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Title: Lunnye Devitsy
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Boss Baddie
Publisher:
Boss Baddie
Release Date: 1 Jul, 2009

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP

Processor:2ghz Core 2 Duo

Memory:512 MB RAM

Graphics:DirectX 9.0c

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:400 MB HD space

Sound:Any

English
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lunnye devitsy. lunnye devitsy steam background. lunnye devitsy background

i cant use it how i use this super characters. A very, very beautiful and sweet novel that depicts love and friendship at their
purest forms (and even the problems that may come with those things...).

Amazing art, soothing soundtrack and heartfelt emotions and dialogue.
The story might seem slow at first, but as soon as it picks up, you won't want to leave the academy and the girls. Some moments
of the novel might surprise you!

My only problem with this novel is that some puzzles require very specific knowledge of certain subjects (or sometimes you just
can't understand the meaning of the questions). They probably do make sense on their own in the Japanese version.

The true ending got me even more attached to the characters!
I just can't wait to play the other novels of the series.
. It's the simplified, tiny little sister to the classic game "Rez". One of the few games I can crush my son at: if you play twitch
shooters like COD or Destiny, your reflexes are too jacked up to relax and move rhythmically. I laughed so hard watching my
"multiple headshot COD killstreak" son writhe and twitch spasmodically while dying in the first 5 seconds of every level, and
raging while I breeze through levels, bobbing my head to the music.

Very short, though.. Tutorial de como perder 10 reais

passo 1:
compre o jogo

passo 2:
se mate. first minute into the game i got bored of spamming enter to skip the massive and slow text.
4 minutes into the game my eyes started hurting from the low fps scrolling (i left this game idle 1 extra minute to write this
warning review).
This game is sub Intel HD graphics quality and just a chore to read through everything. Better pass this up, even if it is in a
bundle or on sale for 95%. Ok game. I breezed through the Championship league with ease just to be stymied in the Premier
league, not scoring a goal in 20 games. Seriously?. hi ETS2

I bought Turkish Paint Jobs Pack and installed in the game

why ask me again to Pay 20,000 eur when paint the body

regards. Mobile ports are all well and good....

...except when they're this clunky and half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

-Garbage controller support.
-Sluggish.
-Repetitive button-masher, and just plain not that fun.
-There's nothing fun, or even remotely challenging here.
-Game is ridiculously short.
-Laughable enemy variety, and pointless boss battles.
-Useless special attacks.
-Not even any achievements to hunt or cards to drop to even somewhat redeem this crap-fest.

Final Update: I just beat the final boss. That's right, the whole game is 2 hours long... and not even a satisfying 2 hours. That
even includes the boss glitching out twice, and me replaying it 3 \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing times, the one bonus level, and
taking a break to feed my dog.... If you want to recreate the experience of this game for free, just hammer buttons on your
controller randomly for two hours.
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I was really looking forward to this, and jumped on it because I love the comics. I wish I'd done more research beforehand.

Not worth the price at all. Why did I finish this?. OK, where is the coat? I found it in the gift box and i select it, but i can't find
it in constume on Tenten shop. What's going on?. I've no hesitation recommending this, even in early access.

This is a yery fun, imaginative table, with immersive music, great sounds,
and incredible lighting effects. This is one of the few tables where the ball
looks like it's really there, from the effects like spinning and the ball reflections.

Overall, I love the way the lighting of the table gets you into the game, very well done,
especially the transitions to thunderstorm and treasure chest modes.

As it's early access, I had a few suggestions:

For navigating the menu, at the moment only the directional buttons work, but it might
be nice to also allow the left thumbstick to be used for that input? It's because on the
Steam Controller, the directional buttons are simulated via the left trackpad and they
make a clunky sound when pressed, whereas it would feel more natural to use the
left thunbstick on the Steam Controller for navigating the game menus (as the left
thunbstick on the Steam Controller happens to be in the exact same position as
the directional buttons are in on the XBOX controller).

Could the position of the Dot Matrix Display be "shiftable" more toward the upper left
corner, so that it could be made a little larger via the Operator menu? At the moment,
there seems to be plenty of room above and to the left of it, which seems wasted.
Perhaps it would help to be able to make the DMD bigger, without covering up the
figure in the crows nest?

Sometimes the flippers seem to absorb the ball's energy too much, hard to
explain it's as though they sometimes "lose their bounce" resulting in the ball
sometimes almost stopping on them.

The "switch view" button's operation is a little confusing, does it combine the "lock view"
functionality? I like the way the view of the playfield moves with the ball, but I lost that
functionality for a while after I switched views, then it came back, so I wasn't sure.
Edit: I think pressing the switch view button a second time while in the same view
changes from the "lock view" mode to the "free camera" mode, but the GUI for that
isn't terribly clear.

Sometimes, the view of the playfield seems to "jump" toward the top of the playfield
(perhaps because of some event that's happening there, e.g. when the shark swallows
the ball) but it seems too sudden, I'd prefer the smooth movement of the camera to
be preserved all the time, if possible.

I put together a working Steam Controller configuration, perhaps you could also
provide a default one so that folks don't have to figure it out for themselves, as
currently the game assumes an XBOX controller, but the Steam controller is a
little different. I haven't been able to get vibration to work yet with the Steam
Controller. For folks trying to use their own non-XBOX controllers, it might be
useful to provide a way to test the controller inputs e.g. on the menu page where
it currently displays their assignments (e.g. by lighting up when the corresponding
controller input is pressed, or something). It would also be good to provide
a way to test if the vibration is working properly, as the game only vibrates
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the controller for certain events.

I noticed that the "nudge" is behaving in a very "binary" fashion, whereas in
Timeshock, Pinball Arcade and Pinball FX2 it seems that the intensity of the "nudge"
can be more controlled, so that it doesn't result in a warning each time. The same trouble
happens when using the XBOX controller, so I don't think it's related to my Steam
Controller configuration.

Please look into whether you could add Steam VR support, a table like this
would be just incredible in VR, you did mention it's on your todo list, I wasn't
sure on the priority. I'd even be willing to pay extra for VR support on this game!

It might be fun to be able to aim the cannon, or use it during multiball?
I wasn't sure if there's any "skillshot" in this table, some tables have them.

Also, the skull has such perfect teeth... perhaps it'd be fun if it lost one or
two from the hits it takes leading up to multiball? Also, when using View 3,
you can't see the balls resting on top of the skull, perhaps placing them (glowing)
in the eye sockets instead of on top of the skull might be a fun way to make
them visible in view 3? Nor can you see which top rollovers are lit when firing
the cannon, which makes getting the rum pretty much a random event in View 3.

Thanks so much for making this game available on Steam!

On my Windows 7 machine (build documented here: 
http://www.penlug.org/foswiki/bin/view/Main/LinuxHardwareInfoAsusP8Z77V)
I get the following crash immediately after the game appears (ir renders for
about one second, then crashes).
It does give the warning
"The installed version of the NVIDIA graphics driver has known issues.
 Please update to the latest driver version. NVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN
 Installed: 327.23
 Recommended: 378.92"
but all of the other games on my Steam account work fine with this driver,
and unfortunately none of the newer nVidia drivers work properly for 3D vision surround.
I thought I'd mention the crash, as Pinball Arcade runs OK at 1920x1080
resolution in DX11 mode, so there might be a bug in your game?
Your game runs fine on my single-monitor Windows 10 system, but I was curious
what it would look like with nVidia 3D vision enabled (if it supports that?)
hence trying it on this Windows 7 machine, but perhaps this is a DX11-only game,
hence the crash? Is there a way to launch it in the legacy mode?

  Problem signature:
  Problem Event Name: APPCRASH
  Application Name: PinballWicked-Win32-Shipping.exe
  Application Version: 4.17.2.0
  Application Timestamp: 5a39390e
  Fault Module Name: nvwgf2um.dll
  Fault Module Version: 9.18.13.2723
  Fault Module Timestamp: 52314d3c
  Exception Code: c0000005
  Exception Offset: 002da576
  OS Version: 6.1.7601.2.1.0.256.1
  Locale ID: 1033
  Additional Information 1: 0a9e
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  Additional Information 2: 0a9e372d3b4ad19135b953a78882e789
  Additional Information 3: 0a9e
  Additional Information 4: 0a9e372d3b4ad19135b953a78882e789

After getting nVidia 3D Vision Surround working on my Windows 10 machine,
I found that in this game most of the depth calculations are wrong making the
game fairly useless in stereoscopic 3D at the moment. It'd be great if you could
fix this.
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As someone who backed the Kickstarter for this after seeing the demo on a Vinesauce stream, I will say I'm pleased as punch
with the final product, minus a few things.

First off, a quick summary of what this game is: a first-person adventuring game with some puzzle-solving (some quick
comparisons: Gravity Bone/Thirty Flights of Loving and the Portal series) that sometimes relies on figuring out where you
should be looking (and verticality plays a major role here), fused with some collect-a-thon elements (lots of stuff to collect, and
a lot of secrets to unlock). Your toolkit for progressing through the game is a selection of 6 items that do different things, which
sometimes get upgrades to expand their capabilities (though it's mostly the Camera that gets new mechanics).

Also, of course, the most obvious part is that everything is Vaporwave (with a dash of Seapunk). All the colors and color
combinations you've come to expect, all the visual tropes associated with it, and a ton of references/parodies of real-life brands,
trends, and memes. There's even a clothing store where all the shirts and dresses seem to be compressed images of the covers to
actual vaporwave albums. The way you save in-game is by finding one of many "SAVED VIP" vending machines and
interacting with it.

Now, the parts I didn't like:

Minor technical stuff, but probably worth a mention:
1: At one point, I somehow glitched the quest log to keep showing up even when I closed it. A restart of the game fixed this.

2: Towards the end of the game, the inventory selection started getting screwy, showing me having selected one item when I had
a different one out. Only way to avoid this was to use Q and E to change items, but I wasn't a fan of that and I would have rather
had the ability to use my scroll wheel.

3: Performance wise, it started to chug a bit near the end, but I can probably pin that on the last level in the game.

Speaking of that last level...hoo boy. Now, looking back, my excitement peaked around midway into GeoCity (trying to get to
some secret spots wore down on me a bit), but Innernet was starting to squander my enjoyment. It's one thing to throw the
player into a dire-feeling scenario, it's another thing to feel like the modern equivalent of Half-Life's Xen. I legit got stuck at
two points, and a playthrough I had to pull up got stuck at those same two points.

There is a Hyperlinking and Glitch Lens puzzle that is infuriating to do, and the reward for that is a maze, at the end of which is
a portal to a small desert world that feels like it could have had more. And the portal out of it spits you out into...a place you'll
likely have already hit up, with no real reward. The second part comes after a whole other segment fetching the last of the Glitch
Children, and it's where you are given half of the portal configuration out, but it turns out you need to go back to the garden-
tower to go through another portal and get the other half. There is no indication of this other than your own will to explore, but
at this point, that has probably been sapped from you. The amount of retreading/backtracking in Innernet is hair-pullingly
frustrating, and the last challenge is mercifully easy by comparison--aside from another Hyperlinking sequence that might have
taken me four tries had I not gotten lucky.

The actual ending, though, did get to me. That really says something about this game, that, after traveling through a funny, if
snarky depiction of the modern internet, and after enduring the confusing slog that was Innernet, I was still affected emotionally
by seeing the actual reality of the player character. The game's title has more than one meaning, it seems. Sure, the ending might
come out of nowhere in some regards, but it still makes you...well, think, I guess.

Overall, Broken Reality has something for a lot of people, from genuine/ironic Vaporwave enthusiasts to hardcore
completionists. I actually wish this had a soundtrack release (even though chances are I probably do have a few tracks in my
collection already).. ok game lot of fun when i finally figured it out cool game. Gravel is a decent enough title, which in
summary I'd describe as "enjoyable".

There is a multitude of different racing activities to partake in, from standard circuit races, point to point races and time trial,
elimination mode and the rather odd and very challenging 'Smash Up' events.

Graphically Gravel is nice, in certain areas one could go so far as to say very nice, for example in the rain on concrete - think
Driveclub if you would like a comparison. Car models are okay, they get the job done, but at times do look a little on the plastic
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side. The liveries are terrible, but thats a personal pet peeve.

AI is okay, there's no real terrible and overwhelming rubber banding, however contact is where this game falls over. If you make
contact in the game (which you will, lots), there feels to be a sort of magnetic field which sticks you firm against your rivals. It
is horrific. That being said, you can and will find yourself using contact to your advantage. You can fly in to turns with no real
regard to brakes, as long as one of the AI is in front of you. You can use them as brakes, spinning them off the track and gaining
that all important first place. Useful as it is, I wish there was some kind of punishment dished out to me for bad driving, because
without, it encourages me to carry on doing so.

There's probably 6 / 7 hours of single player campaign here, 8/9 if you want to perfect it, then there is the multiplayer stuff too,
which I dare not try, because I know that if there is contact in game, no one will get punished, therefore it'll be a very upsetting
and horrific experience (slightly overplaying this but you get what I mean).

Sound wise, the game is okay. There is a backing track, I've no idea what it is because the default level is too quiet to hear it - it
sounds generic and rock-like.

The FMV sequences are annoying as hell, I wish they'd skipped them. Additionally, the commentary post and pre game repeat
(often).

I've encountered a couple of bugs here and there, usually when making contact with a barrier and the like, which will see my car
fling off in to the sky, or something equally mad, but nothing game breaking.

People are saying Gravel is a blend of Sega Rally and any other given title. It is and it isn't.
Gravel actually draws inspiration from tonnes of racers - Sega Rally comparisons are drawn only due to the Toyata on a sand
type scenario in race #1 (Think more Sega Rally Revo or Online Arcade for the 360), but there's also elements of Forza Horizon
(albeit far, far less able), GRID, Motorstorm, Split/Second (Over-saturation and use of RED on most assets), Dakar Rally, Shox
& DiRT Showdown. The concept of Gravel is good, but it doesn't really ever feel original.

If you are after a new arcade racer for some weekend fun, Gravel might just scratch that itch, but don't go looking for
something monumental, because this isn't it.
. This game is amazing. I have played it for the very longest time (prior to Steam) and it never gets old. It is the closest thing you
can get to real actual sports on a PC (without moving much). The thinking, skill, teamwork, competitiveness and momentum
aspect is all there like real sports. I would recommened anyone to try this game and they will not be disappointed. It looks
simple as any sport does but the time required to master and perfect that skill is just the same. A great Esport game. HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED!

Say hi if you see me in game and need any help!. As a big fan of Football Manager Live I am all in. Already purchased a 1 year
subscription. Forget about regular FM this has a completely different feeling. Can't wait for the 2D view. Well done guys.
Extremely fun, exactly as promised. Not the most complex game, but great story telling and choices that really matter. Plus, fun
art.. [WARNING: SPOILERS]
I bought this game on a whim, because it looked interesting as hell, plus I'm a massive fan of meta\/headscrew games. The well
done visuals and effects got me interested, and then... what? The whole ending turns out to be the overdone "whole thing is a
metaphor for death\/rebirth" cliche? I was expecting to learn more about what was going on, to uncover some secret hidden in
plain sight, have the information it wanted at the start to be used against me somehow, ANYTHING but that same cliche. The
game did occasionally give some occasional good foreshadowing, but a big chunk of the disturbing imagery seems to have been
put in there simply for the sake of being disturbing. I never really got invested in the game, I spent most of my playtime waiting
to get to the good part.

However... I don't really HATE this game. If I had, I probably wouldn't have even bothered to review it. I like the amazing
potential it shows. The quality of the visuals, the effects, music, all show real talent, at least when it comes to creating an
visually immersive experience.

But I didn't really come for the graphics. I came for the experience. It sucked. 3\/10. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LEcuhPtso_k
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Welcome to Borderlands Adventure VR... err wait, no... Alice VR!

If you're a Borderlands fan, you might mistake Speculo for Pandora on a few rare occasions. There are some similar gameplay
elements. It's just missing the Psychos and all too easy to love/hate main villains.

Not only is there a system that is visually and mechanically similar to the Catch a Ride system 
(https://youtu.be/LEcuhPtso_k?t=2773) but also elements such as an Echo Recorder equivilent and the coveted Graphene
(Eridium.)

It's a vague comparison but I see inspiration in enough places to make me smile.

To the actual game:

The setup...
I had a few issues getting the game up and recording. I mention the recording issues with mirroring in the video and it's mostly
just YouTubers and Streamers that that impacts so I'll skip that.

I did forget to mention the other issue though. I had several game crashes while trying to load the game up. When I would pull
the trigger on the loading screen I would crash the game and receive a fatal error pop up. I was instructed to not do that
anymore.... Waiting for the game to fully load before touching anything worked and I was able to run the game flawlessly after
that. Obviously...

They are working on patches and are aware of it so hopefully that will be fixed soon.

There are a plethora of options. More so than a typical VR title. Several languages, graphics and audio sliders to mess with. Not
as much as a desktop game but still in the top tier of VR atm.

There are also several locomotion options which gets a big thumbs up from me.

I really liked the look of the game. It did look better in the HMD than in did on the mirror window. That could be my fault
though due to me trying to minimize the black bars.

I also really liked the voice acting by Heart and CAT. The scattered journal entries are a nice touch for delivering story as well.

Walking into the hangar for the first time was one of those wow moments. Around 26 or 27 minutes in I think. You walk
through the door and you're greeted with a hanger that reminded me a lot of my Star Citizen hangar. It was just really cool, and
made me want Star Citizen VR all that much more but that's a rant for another time...

There were several wow moments like it but this was the most memorable IMO.

Dr. Who Sharks. The end.

There seems to be a decent amount of content that validates the 24.99 price tag.

The not so good:
There is a puzzle to escort a bot over a pathway. It's a memorization task so you'll have to restart several times. Reloading the
puzzle and getting a new bot takes far too long. Roughly from a failure at 18:35 to being able to move the bot again at 18:47.
Seems like a minor issue but it's annoying waiting on the bot to reset and your pretty much guaranteed to mess up a few times.
Maybe it is a petty complaint but it just wasn't enjoyable and stood out compared to the rest of the game.

The artifical gravity room. This got pretty close to the Doom lift.
(https://youtu.be/9Q0J3zsLbWY?t=3353)
I'm pretty good with motion sickness. Relatively iron stomach for most VR experiences. The world rotating around like that was
uncomfortable. Thankfully it was just a short period. You can navigate it in under 10 seconds or so. I recommend staring at your
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feet.

Speaking of motion sickness, the buggy might be uncomfortable for some. I was pretty much ok but I could feel some
discomfort trying to creep in. If you're prone to motion sickness, you might want to bypass the buggy and walk/teleport. Let me
know in the comments below if you had issues with the buggy. I'm curious what others thought.

There are some graphic glitches that are immersion breaking at times. Such as the terrain creeping up and down the edges of
objects as you move forward/backward in relation to the object.

Headlocked trackpad locomotion instead of Onward style trackpad locomotion. Though with the strafing ability this isn't as bad
as games that only let you move forward. It's definitely not a worst case scenario. Just a hair shy of ideal but worth mentioning.

There was some weirdness with my floor bounds that had me feeling like my height was changing. Still need to figure that out.
Not sure if it's Vive related or Alice VR related so I should probably exclude that from the review. Forget I said it...
. A well designed game that's great for single player, couch co-op, and online play (both co-op and versus). The simple and
intuitive controls make it easy to pickup, while the more advanced tactics of reflecting incoming shots and shooting around
corners allow for higher-level play. My only complaint is that there aren't enough people playing it online, so it's difficult to find
a match.. Although the models of the SD70 locomotives have been beautifully detailed, there are a few downsides of these
engines.First,the headlights on all of the engines cast barely any to no light at all,resulting in not being able to see at night or in
tunnels.There is a similar problem from inside the cab,the light in the cab doesn't work,so good luck to you if you only use the
controls from inside the cab while in a tunnel\/at night.The panel with the speed infront of the engineer's seat has multiple
instruments not working, ten instruments have "N\/A" as a response.Last, though this doesn't have much of an impact towards
my thought of the locomotive pack,I've noticed that when it rains, there are no drops on the windshield.I would only recommend
this DLC if I knew that the developer would continue working on it, but I'm not sure if that person will.
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